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Larco revolving door products offer the most reliable automatic door control 
method on the market. Larco mats operate in extreme environmental 
conditions, regardless of weather and provide positive control and are 
designed to sense anyone regardless of age, size, or disability. Available in a 
wide variety of colors, surface styles, shapes and sizes, there is a Larco mat to 
suit your exact needs.

The Larco molding process eliminates installation difficulties by allowing 
customer-specified cord placements. This include placement near mat 
corners to take advantage of manufactures’ wiring channels. The large mold 
allows the ability to provide consistent rib patterns for a single door installation 
and make Larco revolving door mat installations even more attractive. 

The 48” x 72” molds provide the opportunity to accommodate doors up to 8’ in 
diameter with only four 90° pieces. The molding process ensures a hermetic 
seal to prevent water or other liquids from leaking into the mat. Enjoy years of 
trouble-free and maintenance-free service.

Features and Benefits
•  Enhanced molding process enable customer-

specified cord placements

• Molds enable consistent rib patterns

• Wide variety of colors, shapes and sizes

• Up to 8’ diameter with only four 90° pieces

Revolving Door    
Mat Products



View the full product line at Larco.com
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Get a Quote Today!
Quotation Request

Mat Color

Mat Surface Style

Activation Type

For a quote on any Larco revolving door mat product, simply complete the 
diagrams below with door’s dimensions and we’ll prepare a quote, including 
drawings. 

In addition to specifying the dimensions listed for each drawing, please specify cord 
placement, surface style, color and any other custom features, including monograms.

Dual zones can also be specified for any of Larco revolving door mat product. Indicate 
on the drawings below where to place the zone, the approximate size of the zone 
(12” x 12” is standard), and any special logos (i.e. footprints) to be used to indicate the 
special activation zone on the mat.

Upon completion of specifications, contact Larco at 800-523-6996 or 
email cct@larco.com and we will prepare a customized quote with drawings.

Name
____________________________________

Company
____________________________________

Phone
____________________________________

Email 
____________________________________

 Black  Brown

 Gray  Red

 Blue  Yellow

 Other

 Standard Ribs

 SureStep® Surface

 Single Zone

 Dual Zone

 Inactive

Length A (inches) _____________________
Side Dimension B (inches) _____________
Inside Radius C (inches)  _______________
Angle D (degrees)  ____________________
Segment Spacing E (inches)  ___________

Length A (inches) _____________________
Outside Radius B (inches) ______________
Inside Radius C (inches)  _______________
Angle D (degrees)  ____________________


